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Clinical PerspectiveWhat Is New?The results of this study provide insight into cardiovascular disease (CVD) risk in a large cohort of National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) astronauts.Career NASA astronauts as a whole had the same risk of developing a clinical CVD end point or a specific coronary artery disease end point as did a group of NASA civil servant employees, and this risk did not change after adjusting for known CVD covariates.Among the NASA astronauts who had spaceflight experience by the fifth decade of life, the risk of CVD was not different from that of astronauts without a history of spaceflight by the fifth decade of life.What Are the Clinical Implications?These findings have important implications for the lifelong assessment of astronaut health and suggest that individuals in the astronaut corps are not at an increased risk of developing CVD and that spaceflight experience may not contribute to the risk of CVD events.The broadly defined spaceflight experiences do not appear to put NASA astronauts at greater risk of critical CVD end points across the life span.Whether specific types of missions like long‐duration missions or those with greater exposure to cosmic radiation beyond low‐earth orbit elicit long‐term CVD risk merits further study.

Introduction {#jah32415-sec-0008}
============

The maintenance of short‐ and long‐term cardiovascular health of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) astronaut corps is a primary concern given the established physiological adaptations associated with spaceflight and the aging of the retired astronaut population. Attributed to reduced gravity, astronauts manifest acute physiological adaptations that may be detrimental to long‐term cardiovascular health. Maladaptation in cardiac structure and function are consistently reported following short‐duration spaceflight or head‐down tilt bed rest, a ground‐based analog for microgravity exposure, that return to preflight levels in the following days to weeks.[1](#jah32415-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"}, [2](#jah32415-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}, [3](#jah32415-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"}, [4](#jah32415-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"}, [5](#jah32415-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"}, [6](#jah32415-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}, [7](#jah32415-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"} However, despite the physiological adaptations associated with short‐duration spaceflight, there is contradictory evidence to date, linking career astronauts and spaceflight experience to an increased lifetime risk for cardiovascular disease (CVD).[8](#jah32415-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}, [9](#jah32415-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"} Hamilton et al estimated the all‐cause cardiac risk in US astronauts by calculating individual Framingham Risk Scores. These researchers suggest that male and female astronauts have an ≈3% to 5% risk of developing CVD between the age of 40 and 50 years.[10](#jah32415-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"} Although the analysis by Hamilton et al provides valuable insight, it provides only a risk estimate and not an assessment of whether astronauts are at an elevated actual risk relative to other occupations. In a subsequent study recently published, Delp et al evaluated deaths attributed to CVD in US NASA astronauts through the year 2015.[11](#jah32415-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"} These researchers raise the possibility that all astronauts with spaceflight experience had a similar proportional mortality rate attributed to CVD as the general US population. They also suggest that in the small number of Apollo astronauts, death attributed to CVD was significantly greater than nonflight astronauts. However, neither Hamilton et al nor Delp et al included important cardiovascular risk factors (eg, age, smoking history, or statin prescription) in their analysis, nor did either explore nonfatal CVD events. As such, this recent work has highlighted the need to perform a more in‐depth analysis of whether spaceflight is associated with an increased risk of CVD in astronauts.[12](#jah32415-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"} Therefore, the primary objective of the present study was to determine the effects of being a NASA astronaut and spaceflight experience on the risk for CVD end points. We hypothesized that after controlling for known CVD risk factors, the risk of developing CVD would be similar between US NASA astronauts and nonastronaut comparisons. Similarly, there would be no difference between astronauts with and without a history of spaceflight experience.

Methods {#jah32415-sec-0009}
=======

Study Design and Study Population {#jah32415-sec-0010}
---------------------------------

The current study is a secondary analysis of cardiovascular outcome data from the LSAH (Longitudinal Study of Astronaut Health). The LSAH was a cohort study previously described in detail.[13](#jah32415-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"} The purpose of the LSAH was to evaluate acute and chronic morbidity and mortality of NASA career astronauts. For each astronaut selection class, comparison participants were enrolled at a 3:1 ratio of comparisons to astronauts. The comparison cohort was selected from the pool of NASA civil servants who worked at Johnson Space Center (JSC) and had a physical examination at the JSC Clinic within 3 years of each astronaut selection class. The comparison participants were recruited if age and body mass index (BMI) were within 2 SDs of the means for the incoming selection class of astronauts by sex. Recruitment was conducted in 2 phases, a historical phase and a prospective phase. The study began in 1992 when the comparison participants were retrospectively matched to each astronaut selection class from 1959 to 1990. From 1992 to 2000, comparison participants were matched prospectively as each new astronaut class was selected. All study participants were followed until May 2010 when the study ended. Because the astronauts and comparison participants were matched only for sex, age, and BMI, but not cardiovascular risk factor burden, we adjusted for known risk factors in our multivariate model.

Longitudinal Study Physical Examination {#jah32415-sec-0011}
---------------------------------------

As part of the LSAH study, each comparison and astronaut was provided a comprehensive physical examination by a JSC physician in the Occupational Health Clinic or the Flight Medicine Clinic. The JSC physician reviewed and documented interval medical history since the previous exam, including any hospitalizations or illnesses (cardiovascular and noncardiovascular). Furthermore, the JSC physician collected medical data on any events that occurred between exams and was able to do a thorough examination (including lab work, ECG, etc) to corroborate the events. For this study, participants in both groups were monitored from their first medical exam at the time of enrollment into the LSAH until death, voluntary withdrawal, or the end of the study in May 2010, whichever occurred first. Participants who retired or otherwise left NASA before the end of the study were encouraged to return to JSC for clinical examinations according to the study schedule.

Retrospective Data Collection of Cardiovascular End Points and Risk Factors {#jah32415-sec-0012}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------

For the purposes of the current study, data were collected retrospectively for all comparisons and astronauts. Both cardiovascular event data and risk factor data were mined from all physical examination data in the previously collected JSC medical records by qualified LSAH epidemiologists. All data were reviewed by a second epidemiologist for quality assurance. Clinical CVD events were defined as cardiovascular death and nonfatal cardiovascular disease identified using International Classification of Disease, Ninth Revision (ICD‐9) codes obtained from medical records. The defined clinical events consisted of myocardial infarction (ICD‐9 codes 410--412, death certificate, or self‐report), congestive heart failure (ICD‐9 codes 425 or 428, death certificate, or self‐report), stroke (ICD‐9 codes 434--436, death certificate, or self‐report), and coronary artery bypass graft (ICD‐9 codes V45.81, Current Procedural Terminology 92980, 92982, 93451--93461, or self‐report). Mortality data pertaining to cardiovascular death were derived from death certificates when no other source was available. Because of historical changes to ICD‐9 and Current Procedural Terminology codes and because personal history fields are not coded, text searches of keywords were also conducted. All records were reviewed for completeness and duplicate entries were removed. Coronary artery disease (CAD) events consisted of myocardial infarction and coronary artery bypass graft as described above. The total number of person‐years (PY) was calculated for each astronaut and comparison based on time from the date of the first medical exam to the date of the cardiovascular event or end of the study.

Cardiovascular risk factor data were obtained at the first medical exam after enrollment in the study and at each study‐related physical exam thereafter. Relevant covariates obtained from the medical records included resting systolic and diastolic blood pressure, total cholesterol, BMI, fasting blood glucose, smoking status and history (current, former, or ever), CVD medication history (use of antihypertensive or use of antilipemic drugs), and age. Variables that could potentially identify an astronaut were binned into groups. Participant age was reported in decades (ie, 20--29. 30--39, 40--49, 50--59, 60--69, or ≥70).

Statistical Analysis {#jah32415-sec-0013}
--------------------

Cardiovascular risk factor data from astronauts and nonastronaut employees were compared using the chi‐square test for categorical variables and Wilcoxon rank‐sum test for continuous variables. The unadjusted incidence rate was calculated by dividing the number of participants who had a CVD or CAD event by the total number of PY of follow‐up. Kaplan--Meier plots were used to show the difference in time to event by study group and statistically compared with the log‐rank test. Cox proportional hazard analysis was used to compare the risk of all CVD events and CAD events between astronauts and comparisons in 3 step‐wise models: a univariate model (model 1); a multivariate model adjusted for age and sex (model 2); and a multivariate model adjusted for age, sex, and baseline measurements of BMI, systolic blood pressure, fasting blood glucose, total cholesterol, smoking status, and CVD medication history (model 3). The risk for each separate type of CVD event (myocardial infarction, stroke, etc) could not be performed because of the small number of events per independent variable in the multivariate model.[14](#jah32415-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}

An analysis of only male astronaut data was also conducted to determine whether spaceflight experience was related to CVD event risk. The male astronauts were subdivided into 2 mutually exclusive groups on the basis of history of spaceflight experience at the time of their first available medical exam in the fifth decade of life (age 40--49 years). The first exam in the fifth decade was chosen because it was preceding the first recorded cardiovascular event for any astronaut. This analysis was limited to men because spaceflight data for women could not be obtained from the LSAH because of privacy concerns. The unadjusted incidence rate was calculated for each group. Kaplan--Meier plots were used to show the difference in time to event by study group and statistically compared with the log‐rank test. Cox proportional hazard analysis was used to compare the risk of clinical CVD events and CAD events between the 2 groups using a multivariate model adjusted for age, sex, and baseline measurements of BMI, systolic blood pressure, fasting blood glucose, total cholesterol, smoking status, and CVD medication history.

Human Subjects and Data Privacy {#jah32415-sec-0014}
-------------------------------

Institutional review boards from both NASA JSC and Kansas State University (Manhattan, KS) approved the study protocol by study exemption and informed consent was waived because analysis of the data and variables provided would not directly identify a particular individual. Because of this exemption, the data that were provided to the investigators by NASA were stripped of all potentially identifying characteristics, such as date of birth, date of medical exam, exact number of missions flown, exact days in space, and exact age at diagnosis. Age and spaceflight mission characteristics were provided by NASA to the investigators binned in groups.

Results {#jah32415-sec-0015}
=======

Astronauts Versus Comparisons {#jah32415-sec-0016}
-----------------------------

The baseline characteristics of the astronaut and nonastronaut comparison groups are displayed in Table [1](#jah32415-tbl-0001){ref-type="table-wrap"}. At the first exam, the age of the astronauts ranged from the 20th to 40th decade of life, with 14% of the astronauts female. In the comparison group, the age ranged from the 20th to 60th decade of life with 14% female. At baseline, astronauts had statistically significantly lower resting blood pressure, total cholesterol, and higher fasting blood glucose compared with nonastronaut comparisons; however, these differences do not appear clinically meaningful.

###### 

Baseline Characteristics of Astronaut and Nonastronaut Comparisons

  Variable                                             Astronaut (n=310)   Nonastronaut Comparisons (n=981)   *P* Value
  ---------------------------------------------------- ------------------- ---------------------------------- -----------
  Age, decade[a](#jah32415-note-0002){ref-type="fn"}                                                          
  20 to 29 y, n (%)                                    22 (7)              169 (17)                           ···
  30 to 39 y, n (%)                                    261 (84)            703 (72)                           ···
  40 to 49 y, n (%)                                    27 (9)              104 (11)                           ···
  50 to 59 y, n (%)                                    0                   4 (\<1)                            ···
  60 to 69 y, n (%)                                    0                   1 (\<1)                            ···
  \>70 y, n (%)                                        0                   0                                  ···
  Female, n (%)                                        43 (14)             141 (14)                           0.83
  BMI, kg/m^2^                                         23.6 (22.1--25.1)   23.6 (22.4--25.0)                  0.76
  SBP, mm Hg                                           114 (108--120)      116 (110--124)                     \<0.001
  DBP, mm Hg                                           70 (66--76)         72 (70--80)                        \<0.001
  Total cholesterol, mg/dL                             181 (160--207)      188 (165--217)                     0.002
  Fasting serum glucose, mg/dL                         90 (86--95)         88 (83--94)                        0.004
  Smoking (ever), n (%)                                35 (11)             141 (14)                           0.18
  CVD medication history (%)                                                                                  
  Antihypertensive drug                                0 (0)               20 (2)                             0.01
  Antilipemic drug                                     2 (0.6)             5 (0.5%                            0.77
  Spaceflight history, n (%)                           289 (93)            n/a                                ···
  \>2 missions flown, n (%)                            112 (36)            n/a                                ···
  \>30 d in space, n (%)                               90 (29)             n/a                                ···

Values are number of subjects (percentages), or medians (interquartile ranges). BMI indicates body mass index; CVD, cardiovascular disease; DBP, diastolic blood pressure; n/a, not applicable; SBP, systolic blood pressure.

Indicates variables that were binned.

Table [2](#jah32415-tbl-0002){ref-type="table-wrap"} shows the frequency of CVD end points and the crude incidence rates (per 1000 PY) in astronauts and nonastronaut comparisons. A total of 16 astronauts had a clinical CVD end point over a mean follow‐up of 22.1±11.7 years, and 46 nonastronaut comparisons developed a clinical CVD end point over a mean follow‐up of 21.9±12.8 years. The incidence rate in astronauts for all CVD end points were 2.34 per 1000 PY compared with 2.15 per 1000 PY in the comparison group. There was no significant difference in the time to a CVD end point between astronauts and comparisons (log‐rank=0.26; *P*=0.61; Figure [1](#jah32415-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}A). Table [3](#jah32415-tbl-0003){ref-type="table-wrap"} displays the results of the fully adjusted Cox proportional hazards model. There were no differences in risk of having a clinical CVD end point between astronauts and nonastronaut comparisons (hazard ratio, 1.08; 95% CI, 0.60--1.93; *P*=0.80).

###### 

Frequency and Crude Incidence of CVD Events

                   Astronauts   Nonastronaut Comparisons        
  ---------------- ------------ -------------------------- ---- ------
  All CVD events   16           2.34                       46   2.15
  MI               7            1.02                       21   0.98
  CHF              5            0.73                       4    0.19
  Stroke           5            0.73                       17   0.80
  CABG             5            0.73                       22   1.64
  Multiple         5            0.73                       17   0.79
  CAD events       9            1.32                       30   1.40

CABG indicates coronary artery bypass graft; CAD, coronary artery disease; CHF, congestive heart failure; CVD, cardiovascular disease; MI, myocardial infarction; Multiple, individuals with multiple CVD events; PY, person‐years.

![Kaplan--Meier curves of CVD end points (A) and CAD end points (B) in astronauts and nonastronaut comparisons. CAD indicates coronary artery disease; CVD, cardiovascular disease.](JAH3-6-e005564-g001){#jah32415-fig-0001}

###### 

Cox Proportional Hazard Models for CVD and CAD End Points in Astronauts vs Nonastronaut Comparisons

  Covariates   All CVD Events   CAD Events            
  ------------ ---------------- -------------- ------ --------------
  Model 1      1.16             0.66 to 2.05   0.98   0.47 to 2.07
  Model 2      1.10             0.62 to 1.95   0.97   0.46 to 2.04
  Model 3      1.08             0.60 to 1.93   0.97   0.45 to 2.08

Model 1: unadjusted. Model 2: adjusted for age and sex. Model 3: adjusted for baseline age, sex, body mass index, smoking status, CVD medication history, fasting glucose, total cholesterol, systolic blood pressure. CAD indicates coronary artery disease; CVD, cardiovascular disease; HR, hazard ratio.

A CAD end point occurred in 9 astronauts and 30 nonastronaut comparisons (Table [2](#jah32415-tbl-0002){ref-type="table-wrap"}). For astronauts, this represented an incidence rate of 1.32 per 1000 PY compared with 1.40 per 1000 PY in nonastronaut comparisons. As with the clinical CVD end point, there was no significant difference in the time to a CAD end point between astronauts and comparisons (log‐rank=0.002; *P*=0.96; Figure [1](#jah32415-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}B). In the fully adjusted Cox proportional hazards model (Table [3](#jah32415-tbl-0003){ref-type="table-wrap"}), there were no differences in risk of having a CAD end point between astronauts and nonastronaut comparisons (hazard ratio, 0.97; CI, 0.45--2.08; *P*=0.93).

Astronaut Spaceflight Experience Analysis {#jah32415-sec-0017}
-----------------------------------------

Of the 267 male astronauts, 135 had a history of spaceflight experience and 132 had no spaceflight experience at the time of their first medical exam in the fifth decade of life. Table [4](#jah32415-tbl-0004){ref-type="table-wrap"} shows the frequency of CVD end points and the crude incidence rates (per 1000 PY). A total of 9 astronauts with a history of spaceflight had a clinical CVD end point over a mean follow‐up of 25.5±11.3 years and 7 without spaceflight experience developed a clinical CVD end point over a mean follow‐up of 19.8±12.1 years. There was no significant difference in the time to a CVD (Figure [2](#jah32415-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}A; log‐rank=0.96; *P*=0.33) or CAD (Figure [2](#jah32415-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}B; log‐rank=0.005; *P*=0.95) end point between the astronaut groups. In a fully adjusted Cox proportional hazards model, there was no difference in CVD risk between astronauts with no spaceflight experience and those without (hazard ratio, 0.80; CI, 0.25--2.56; *P*=0.71). Similarly, in a fully adjusted Cox proportional hazards model, there was no difference in CAD risk between astronauts with spaceflight experience those without (hazard ratio, 1.23; CI, 0.27--5.61; *P*=0.79).

###### 

Frequency and Crude Incidence of CVD End Points in Male Astronauts With History of Spaceflight at Fifth Decade of Life

                   Astronauts With Spaceflight Experience[a](#jah32415-note-0006){ref-type="fn"} (n=135)   Astronauts With No Spaceflight Experience[a](#jah32415-note-0006){ref-type="fn"} (n=132)       
  ---------------- --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ --- ------
  All CVD events   9                                                                                       2.61                                                                                       7   2.68
  MI               4                                                                                       1.16                                                                                       3   1.15
  CHF              2                                                                                       0.87                                                                                       2   0.76
  Stroke           3                                                                                       0.58                                                                                       3   1.15
  CABG             3                                                                                       0.87                                                                                       2   0.76
  Multiple         3                                                                                                                                                                                  2   
  CAD events       6                                                                                       1.74                                                                                       3   1.15

CABG indicates coronary artery bypass graft; CAD, coronary artery disease; CHF, congestive heart failure; CVD, cardiovascular disease; MI, myocardial infarction; Multiple, individuals with multiple CVD events; PY, person‐years.

Spaceflight experience at the time of first exam in the fifth decade of life.

![Kaplan--Meier curves of CVD end points (A) and CAD end points (B) in astronauts with and without a history of spaceflight experience at the fifth decade of life (age 40--49 years). CAD indicates coronary artery disease; CVD, cardiovascular disease.](JAH3-6-e005564-g002){#jah32415-fig-0002}

Discussion {#jah32415-sec-0018}
==========

In a large cohort of astronauts, we evaluated the effects of being a career NASA astronaut on clinical CVD and CAD end points. In this study, the career astronauts as a whole had the same risk of developing a CVD end point or a specific CAD end point as did a group of NASA civil servant employees, and this risk did not change after adjusting for known CVD covariates. Second, among the astronauts who had spaceflight experience by the fifth decade of life, the risk of CVD was not different from that of astronauts without a history of spaceflight by the fifth decade of life. These findings have important implications for the lifelong assessment of astronaut health and suggest that individuals in the astronaut corps are not at an increased risk of developing CVD and that spaceflight experience may not contribute to the risk of CVD events.

Compared with that of the general US population, the incidence rate for CVD in the present study is low. According to a 2015 American Heart Association report, men and women between the ages of 45 and 54 have an incidence rate, respectively, of 10.1 and 4.2 per 1000  PY for coronary heart disease, heart failure, stroke, or intermittent claudication.[15](#jah32415-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"} Similarly, the incidence rates for heart failure (6.5 per 1000 PY), myocardial infarction (4.6 per 1000 PY), and stroke (3.1 per 1000 PY) from the ARIC (Atherosclerosis Risk in Communities Study) in the general US population between the ages of 45 and 84 years, is higher than the incidence rate for either the NASA astronauts or the nonastronaut comparisons.[16](#jah32415-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"} These findings are very similar to those from the "1000 Aviators" study conducted by MacIntyre et al, who report that the cardiovascular mortality rate in US Navy pilots was less than half of that predicted for unselected American men of similar age and ethnicity.[17](#jah32415-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"} These findings suggest that military pilots, despite the rigors of military work, have very favorable long‐term cardiovascular health compared with the general population, which supports our findings in a similar group of individuals.[18](#jah32415-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"} Therefore, the low incidence rate of CVD in astronauts reported in the present investigation, relative to the incidence rate in nonastronaut employees and to published reports in the general US population, suggests that astronauts are not at increased risk for CVD. In total, these findings support a 2009 review highlighting that the probability of an acute CVD event having a negative impact on a long‐duration space mission is low compared with the known mission risks associated with reduced orthostatic tolerance, aerobic exercise capacity, and muscular strength.[8](#jah32415-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}

To our knowledge, this is the first study to use multivariate survival analysis to investigate the risk of CVD in astronauts and matched nonastronauts. However, it is not the first to evaluate long‐term cardiovascular health in astronauts. Peterson et al evaluated cause‐specific mortality in NASA astronauts between the years 1959 and 1991.[19](#jah32415-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"} They determined that ≈10% of all deaths during this time were attributed to diseases of the circulatory system. Additionally, they report an incidence rate of 0.75 CVD deaths per 1000 PY. The focus of the present study was on diagnosis of CVD end points, not CVD death, which would account for the higher incidence rate reported here. Additionally, given that age is a primary risk factor for the development of CVD, the longer follow‐up time in the present study could also account for these differences. More recently, Delp et al evaluated CVD cause of death among NASA astronauts.[11](#jah32415-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"} Whereas the prevalence of CVD mortality for astronauts who had spaceflight experience was similar to that for the general US population, the Apollo astronauts seemed to have a significantly greater risk of CVD death than of death from other causes, relative to nonflight and low‐earth orbit astronauts. These data raised the possibility that the spaceflight experience during deep‐space missions (ie, beyond low‐earth orbit and the protection of the Van Allen belts) is associated with a greater risk of CVD. However, it is important to note that known CVD covariates (eg, fasting blood glucose, total cholesterol, smoking status, blood pressure, statin prescription, sex, and BMI) were not controlled for between groups of astronauts with different flight experiences, as was done in the current study.

Within our astronaut cohort, diversity in spaceflight experience existed. This is an important consideration given that previous findings have highlighted the effects of microgravity experience on important physiological parameters of cardiac function. Ade et al have recently suggested that maximal aerobic exercise capacity, which is an integrative measure of cardiovascular function, decreases in a dose‐dependent manner with prolonged spaceflight, as a result of changes in cardiovascular function.[20](#jah32415-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}, [21](#jah32415-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"} Similarly, Dorfman et al demonstrated a strong relationship between the number of days in microgravity and the degree of cardiac atrophy.[2](#jah32415-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"} However, allthough these reports provide insight into the acute physiological changes following a single space mission, they do not address the potential cardiovascular consequences associated with repeated missions.

In the present investigation, approximately half of the NASA astronauts in the study had a history of spaceflight experience by the fifth decade of life (age 40--49 years). The first exam in the fifth decade was chosen as the first exam for the study, because it represented, for all astronauts, a time point before the first recorded cardiovascular event. Given that onset of a CVD end point could determine an individual\'s ability to be assigned to a spaceflight mission, use of lifetime history of spaceflight would have confounded the results. Using midlife spaceflight experience, we determined that the risk of a CVD end point was not significantly different between groups. These findings suggest that our broadly defined history of midlife spaceflight experience is not associated with greater CVD risk. Although this is a key finding, it should be interpreted with some caution given the diversity of spaceflight experiences (eg, duration, number of missions, and flight plan). It is also important to note that of the 132 astronauts who did not have spaceflight experience at the fifth decade of life, 112 did obtain spaceflight experience later in life. These findings suggest that exposure to microgravity and associated radiation in low‐earth orbit may not play a role in the development of CVD in astronauts. However, this interpretation can only be generalized to the characteristics of the missions flown by NASA astronauts through 2010 when the study ended. With the exception of 24 Apollo astronauts, all NASA astronauts' spaceflight missions have been confined to low‐earth orbit. A mission to Mars may result in exposure to higher levels of galactic cosmic radiation for up to 3 years and will include increased radiation experience given that exposure rate increases when a spacecraft leaves low‐earth orbit.[22](#jah32415-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"} Given the link between radiation exposure and risk of circulatory disease, additional work is required to determine the long‐term CVD risk in astronauts performing long‐duration, deep‐space missions.[23](#jah32415-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"}, [24](#jah32415-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}

Study Limitations {#jah32415-sec-0019}
-----------------

In an epidemiological study, the ability to detect clinically meaningful differences between groups is dependent on the prevalence of the event and the number of subjects in the study sample. Relative to other epidemiological studies,[16](#jah32415-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"} the number of subjects is small, but cannot be readily increased because of the unique population of NASA astronauts studied. We combined all defined CVD end points together as a single primary end point in an attempt to improve our ability to detect differences between groups. As such, we were limited in our ability to evaluate individual disease types or evaluate the risk in subgroups. The analysis was also constrained by the use of age groups instead of individual ages. This was done to maintain anonymity and may have impacted the risk analysis. Additionally, the exact age at which a disease event occurred could not be provided, only the age decade. Selection of the nonastronaut comparison group may have also introduced error into the risk assessment. Although our comparison cohort was well matched at selection for sex, age, and BMI, it was not matched for CVD risk factors at baseline. As described in Table [1](#jah32415-tbl-0001){ref-type="table-wrap"}, the astronaut cohort had statistically significantly lower resting blood pressure, lower total cholesterol, and higher fasting blood glucose levels, but these do not appear to be clinically significant. To minimize this limitation, these CVD risk factors were included in our multivariate analyses and provided a more‐robust comparison between our group of astronauts and nonastronaut comparisons. There may have also been bias in the ascertainment of the cardiovascular events. The nonastronaut comparisons received physical examinations approximately half as frequently as the astronauts.[13](#jah32415-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"} Additionally, the attending physician was not blinded to the subject\'s employment, which may have resulted in astronauts being screened for disease to a greater extent than nonastronauts. However, regardless of study group, each participant received thorough examinations that allowed the flight surgeon to adjudicate any self‐reported events at the time of the exam, which can provide information similar to medical record abstraction.[25](#jah32415-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"} Furthermore, only significant CVD events, which are less open to interpretation and recollection errors (more likely to recall severe diagnoses) were used to evaluate CVD risk. Last, survivorship bias may exist given that Kaplan--Meier survival analysis and Cox proportional hazards regression are limited in their ability to adjust for competing risk of death.

Conclusions {#jah32415-sec-0020}
===========

The findings of the present study suggest that astronauts may not be at an increased long‐term risk of CVD development. Additionally, the broadly defined spaceflight experiences do not appear to put NASA astronauts at greater risk of critical CVD end points across the life span. Whether specific types of missions, like long‐duration missions or those with greater exposure to cosmic radiation beyond low‐earth orbit, elicit long‐term CVD risk merits further study, especially given the future of space exploration.
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